
 
  

 



 
PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

 
 
Note from the Organizers: 
 
Following in the MAPSS tradition of approaching intellectual questions from a variety of perspectives, concerned with the                 
many theoretical and methodological commitments of the major fields in the social science discipline, our virtual                
conference today approaches specific themes with a multitude of perspectives. Each panel is comprised of original                
research connected to a topic or theme, and some are viewed through the lenses of various disciplines.  
 
 

 SCHEDULE (all listed times are CDT): 

 
Virtual Poster Session (Accessible on Canvas Saturday, June 20th to Monday, June 22nd) 
 

The Anti-Jewish Riots in the First Castilian Civil War 

Navigating Uncertainty: Sensemaking, Boundary Spanning, and Power in Post-Acquisition Integration 

“I Wish We Could Get Out of Here”: Care in an Online Liminal Space 

Locating Gender Euphoria for Gender Minorities in Art 

Liberté, Identité, Diversité: Generation and Fantasy in the Politics of Education on Réunion Island 

Gender, Work-Life Balance, and Career Advancement 

 
 
Panel Talks 

The password for all Zoom meetings is MAPSS2020 
 

 Panel Title Zoom Link 

Session 1 
9AM-10AM 

Family Change in China: 1920-2020 Session 1-1 

Race, Identity, and Inequality in Educational Contexts Session 1-2 

Session 2 
10:15AM-11:15AM 

Political Foundations of Western Democracies Session 2-1 

Experiencing In-Betweenness Session 2-2 

What is Happiness: Explaining Happiness from Different Perspectives Session 2-3 

Session 3 
11:30AM-12:30PM 

Social Learning: How Children Start to Think about the World Session 3-1 

What is Political Philosophy? Leo Strauss and Hannah Arendt Session 3-2 

Essential Infrastructures Session 3-3 

Lunch Break 

Session 4 
2PM-3PM 

Freedom, Domination and Equality Session 4-1 

Understanding Is Material: Institutions and Performativity Session 4-2 

Session 5 
3:15PM-4:15PM 

Bridging Theory and Reality: Towards a Just Social Science Methodology Session 5-1 

Multidisciplinary Exploration of Mental Health Session 5-2  

VIRTUAL RECEPTION TO FOLLOW AT 4:30PM! Reception Link 
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https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/94464271311?pwd=OEhaS0RBdVpTNCtKYkg5YWlBNlFodz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/91740135515?pwd=T1lKNmIzK3VwT0JYeE81dTVhK05NZz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/98085044041?pwd=V3dVaGc4b2sxQmZDeGxVQyt5T3ZEdz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/97785339886?pwd=NlNja212c0dyMzFtQXAxYmhsQ2ROZz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/92588320746?pwd=VjIzSWt3TXhxNUkxdUhNRGFxMXV0Zz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/92038974144?pwd=SnFIT1RsRFVTSVNUSjVTb283TFE0Zz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/96761117287?pwd=QllNZXBGc04wNzg4UTlJNXorbHpKUT09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/96509523003?pwd=SXB2VkZtdkdPUzFua0NERHhkYWhWUT09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/91537456636?pwd=b3R4TitGdnI2ZmUwTEpyZVZyUHRidz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/96380727541?pwd=T0tZaGVqWTNpZGpqYk9tNXhHV3B3QT09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/94742492695?pwd=c2NCcUUrZ2tFWC9EOU1ac0VUNTRGUT09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/96804110143?pwd=bFFGNDFXYzVwYXpIaXdaU0NRTlB2Zz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/92437708510?pwd=ekovZ0RtWGhwcU52a1R4S2FkcGtIUT09


 
 

 VIRTUAL POSTER SESSION – Available on Canvas, Saturday, June 20th to Monday, June 22nd 
 

 
The Anti-Jewish Riots in the First Castilian Civil War 
Daria Berman 

This poster highlights the key aspects of economic, social, and demographic change that influenced the start of the 
anti-Jewish riots in the first Castilian Civil War and addresses the effects of the Black Death on the social hierarchy in 
Iberia. 
 

Navigating Uncertainty: Sensemaking, Boundary Spanning, and Power in Post-Acquisition Integration 
Yixi Chen 

This poster examines how employees leverage their informal advice networks to navigate uncertainty in the 
post-acquisition integration process. 
 

“I Wish We Could Get Out of Here”: Care in an Online Liminal Space 
Yuyi Chen 

This poster investigates the digitally-mediated practices of care among those who struggle with depression in China and 
belong to the popular online forum, Chaohua. 
 

Locating Gender Euphoria for Gender Minorities in Art 
Jay Dotson 

This poster applies Butler’s queer performativity theory and Dewey’s art as experience theory to identify and analyze 
gender euphoric experiences that are formed through creating and interacting with art in the furry community.  
 

Liberté, Identité, Diversité: Generation and Fantasy in the Politics of Education on Réunion Island 
Kristi Rhead 

This poster examines how recent modifications to French national curriculum on Réunion Island (specifically the 
teaching of Creole and local history) connect to questions about identity, diversity, and post-colonial futures which have 
evolved over the generations since the 1950s.  
 

Gender, Work-Life Balance, and Career Advancement 
Erin Shirtz 

This poster focuses on the case of management consulting firms to explore how men and women’s beliefs about career 
advancement and work-life balance differ across career stages.  
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 SESSION 1: 9AM-10AM CDT 

 
Session 1-1 

Family Change in China: 1920-2020 | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/94464271311  
Discussant: Dr. Linda Waite, Professor, Department of Sociology 
 

Driven by top-down national policies and bottom-up social movements, profound socio-economic and political changes              
in China set the stage for family change in the past century. This panel integrates rich disciplines of family research and                     
shows the change and continuity in the Chinese family. Feng and Zhang provide insights into the process and outcome of                    
spouse selection in the post-reform era. Zhou investigates the bases of the contemporary ideal marriage by examining                 
the eugenic movement in 1920s China. Zhao provides the contemporary part of the fertility story by examining the                  
fertility preference in 2020. Xin explores the relationship between the state and the family in contemporary China                 
through examining community engagement of seniors in Beijing. Taken together, this set of research provides a                
multi-faceted picture of Chinese family under social transformation in the past century.  

 
 

● Revisiting horizontal stratification in higher education: College prestige hierarchy and educational assortative mating             

in China | Acton Jiashi Feng, Panel Organizer 

● Familism and Citizenship: Elderly Patrols in Contemporary Beijing | Tong Xin 

● Meeting places, homogamy, and premarital cohabitation in China | Man Zhang 

● Exploring Fertility Desire and Flexibility in China | Iris Zhao 

● “Romantic Love is the Natural Eugenics”: The Alliance between Eugenics and Feminism in 1920s China | Jue Zhou 

 
Session 1-2 

Race, Identity, and Inequality in Educational Contexts | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/91740135515  
Discussant:  Dr. Lisa Rosen, Associate Director of the Committee on Education 

 

Through an exploration of race, identity, and inequality across educational contexts, we seek to understand how social                 
identities develop and function in educational contexts. We apply different lenses at macro- and micro- levels to explore                  
how race and identity influence the educational experience. Our methodological approaches vary, as do our school                
contexts. Collectively, we seek to develop an understanding of identity that recognizes heterogeneity within racial and                
ethnic groups. We conclude with suggestions for future programs, interventions, and policies, along with              
recommendations for future research. 
 

● Rethinking Exclusionary Discipline: Teachers’ Perceptions of Student Discipline and Behavior in an Urban Charter              

School  | Margaret E. Meldrum 

● Sorting Our Children: The Impact of School Choice Policies on the Racial Composition of Chicago’s Public Schools |                  

Ashley E. Uphoff 

● Racial Pride as an Academic Support for African American Students: A Longitudinal Study on the Impact of Parent                  

Racial Socialization Processes | Maura R. Kraemer 

● Adolescent Sense of Belonging to School: Love and Learning in the Market of Advantage | Diana Reed, Panel                  

Organizer 

● Becoming American Asian: Racialization Experience of Asian International Students in the US | Grace So 
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https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/94464271311?pwd=OEhaS0RBdVpTNCtKYkg5YWlBNlFodz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/91740135515?pwd=T1lKNmIzK3VwT0JYeE81dTVhK05NZz09


  
 SESSION 2: 10:15 – 11:15AM CDT 

 
Session 2-1 

Political Foundations of Western Democracies | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/98085044041  
Discussant: Dr. John McCallum, MAPSS Johnson Instructor in History 

 

This panel presents novel insights and answers to age-old, important questions about democratic legal and political                
regimes. We draw on a variety of settings from the mid-19th Century to the present. Drawing from disciplines such as                    
history, political science, and international relations, Matt Lively and Ji Min Lee’s presentations explore how power is                 
shared or contested within or across polities. Josh Stom, Christine Taylor, and Hailey Loomis offer similar                
interdisciplinary insight into the role of citizens in deliberation, voting rights, and demands for government intervention                
respectively. Collectively, we will explore how to think about law, power, and legitimacy in modern Western                
democracies. 

 
● Lincoln v. Dred Scott: Executive Majoritarianism Against Judicial Supremacy | Matt Lively, Panel Organizer 

● Success or Failure of International Institutions? Transferability of Power Resources and International Cooperation |  

       Ji Min Lee  

● Deliberative Ideals and Electoral Practice: The Problem of Minimal Political Engagement | Joshua Stom 

● “The Best Type of Twentieth Century Woman”: Catherine Waugh McCulloch and the Chicago Women’s Campaign for 

Equality and Justice on the Urban Stage from 1890 to 1920 | Christine Taylor 

● Producers or Consumers?: Gilded Age Wageworkers, Mr. Hewitt’s Labor Committee and the Depression of 

1873-1879 | Hailey Loomis 
 

 
Session 2-2 

Experiencing In-Betweenness| https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/97785339886  
Discussant: Sophie Fajardo, MAPSS Sociology Preceptor 
 

This panel discusses the experiences of in-betweenness of immigrants and international students in the United States.                
The goal of this panel is to understand the experience of being “neither here, nor there” and the everyday experiences                    
that accompany this in-betweenness. The analyses are grounded in this moment--Spring 2020--of national discourses on               
immigration, ethnicity, and race, and the Covid-19 pandemic. By bringing together diverse anthropological and              
sociological approaches, this panel will investigate the identities, institutions, places, discourses, and transnational flows              
that constitute everyday experience for “in-betweeners.” 
 
● Creating Serbian Identity: Language Ideologies of Being Serbian in Chicago, IL | Nikolina Zenovic, Panel Organizer 

● Love From the Motherland: Transnational Flows and China-US Overseas Study Amid the Coronavirus Pandemic |               

Elijah Ash 

● Exploring the Intersection of Ethnic Identity, Transnationalism, and Religion: A Case Study at St. Jerome Croatian                

Catholic Church in Chicago | Caroline Leffert 

● English Ability and Asian Immigrants’ Integration: A Paradox | Sophie Liu 
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https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/98085044041?pwd=V3dVaGc4b2sxQmZDeGxVQyt5T3ZEdz09
https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/97785339886?pwd=NlNja212c0dyMzFtQXAxYmhsQ2ROZz09


 
Session 2-3 
What is Happiness: Explaining Happiness from Different Perspectives | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/92588320746 
Discussant: Dr. Fan Yang, Research Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology 
 

Normative understandings of well-being have shaped the way we think about happiness. Perceptions of happiness and                
meaning can be influenced by prosocial behaviors. By studying how these behaviors might impact well-being in multiple                 
ways, we gain more insights into the elements of happiness and meaningful life. Is it more satisfying to fulfill one’s needs                     
or give to others? This panel addresses this question from different and complementary perspectives to provide insights                 
on how to contribute to a better life.  
 

● Civic Responsibility: Contribution under Resource Inequality | Jinrui Liu 
 

● A Longitudinal Examination of Happiness During Development | Yanwen Yu 
 

● Whose life is meaningful? Benefits to Society vs. Benefits to Self in People’s intuition of Meaning and Happiness| 
Mengdi Huang, Panel Organizer 
  

● The Benefits of Getting Perspective: Recipients Prefer Requested Gifts, So Why are Givers Reluctant to Ask? 
       | Yanyi Leng 
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https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/92588320746?pwd=VjIzSWt3TXhxNUkxdUhNRGFxMXV0Zz09


 
 
 SESSION 3: 11:30 – 12:30PM CDT 

 
Session 3-1 

Social Learning: How Children Start to Think about the World | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/92038974144  
Discussant: Dr. Hyesung Grace Hwang, Postdoctoral Researcher, Department of Psychology 
 

This panel sheds light on the developmental trajectory of social learning: how children learn about the world and start to                    
interact with and within it. Specifically, we will investigate how infants form inferences about individuals from different                 
races, how young children view morality and different cultural actions, and how children learn from different                
math-related input they receive from their parents. We learn from social partners, from the social environments that we                  
are exposed to, and this process seems to arise early in human development. 
 

● The Effect of Racial Diversity on Infants’ Inferences | Jessica Lee, Panel Organizer 

● The Effects of Labeling on Children’s Perceptions of Moral and Conventional Actions | Anna Baumann  

● Exploring Math-Talk Differences with Parents of Early Elementary Schoolers | Allie Tollaksen 

 

Session 3-2 

What is Political Philosophy? Leo Straussand Hannah Arendt| https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/96761117287  
Discussant: Dr. Dawn Herrera, MAPSS Johnson Instructor in Political Science  
 

This panel will explore the thought of two of the most important political theorists from the University of Chicago,                   
Hannah Arendt and Leo Strauss. It will illuminate areas of agreement and tensions between the two thinkers. Ultimately,                  
it will contribute to understanding one deep tension that strikes at the foundations of the discipline: the nature of                   
political philosophy or political theory itself. 
 
● Hannah Arendt and Leo Strauss on Plato and Socrates | Alex Montag, Panel Organizer 

● Athens and Jerusalem: The Tension Between Reason and Revelation in Leo Strauss | Tony Deng 

● Leo Strauss’ Religious Liberalism and the Limits of Secularism| Anton Sack  

● Public Assemblies as Democratic Political Spaces | Miko Zeldes-Roth 

● Hannah Arendt and The Imperative of Historical Understanding | Maddie Hay 

● Hannah Arendt’s Debt to Plato: Philosophic Wonder | Charlotte Mencke 

 

Session 3-3 

Essential Infrastructures | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/96509523003  
Discussant: Dr. Tori Gross, MAPSS Johnson Instructor in Anthropology 
 

This panel examines the reproduction of social difference in some of the essential infrastructures of American life. The                  
pandemic has revealed the stark divide between workers and businesses deemed essential and nonessential.              
Fundamentally, the infrastructures that uphold these dynamics are situated within specific labor practices and histories.               
By highlighting the processes necessary to maintain hospitals, transit systems, and other essential infrastructures, we               
can better identify the systems that reproduce inequality. 
 

● A Bus in the Black Metropolis | Annie Lloyd 

● Labored into Being: Blood and Circulation | Hailey Burgess, Panel Organizer 

● Communication and Infrastructure: Governmentality and Chicago’s Urban Sensing Project | Siming Ding 
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 SESSION 4: 2PM-3PM CDT 

 
Session 4-1 

Freedom, Domination and Equality | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/91537456636  
Discussant: Dr. Alexander Mazzaferro, SIFK Postdoctoral Researcher and Instructor, Department of English  
 

What does it mean to be free? Thinkers from Machiavelli to Arendt, from Kant to Baldwin, have spearheaded debates on                    
what freedom means, and how to achieve it. From the way we protest inequality to the way we think about art, freedom                      
often operates in tension with domination and equality. Each member of this panel operates from a different lens in an                    
attempt to navigate the complexities and contradictions of freedom, illuminating our understanding of the relationship               
between freedom and domination and offering new visions of equality. 
 

● “The White Is Locked In Whiteness:” How Antiracist Whites Support White Supremacy | Paul Golightly, Panel                

Organizer 

● Political Meritocracy and Machiavellian Democracy | Qi Jing 

● The Origins of Modern Antisemitism | Nurit Siegal 

● Reconciling Freedom and Pleasure - The Conceptual Content in Kant’s Aesthetic Judgment of Beauty | Jiyao Tang 

● Chosen Language: Masculinity and Performed Progressiveness | Aila Fassett & Madeline Quasebarth 

 

Session 4-2 

Understanding Is Material: Institutions and Performativity | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/96380727541  
Discussant: Dr. Marco Garrido, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology 
 

This panel investigates understanding through a processual perspective by discussing the malleability of institutions and               
performance impact. Performance constitutes all activity that serves to influence an audience. By engaging diverse               
examples such as Chicago politics, Brazil politics, online improv, and charity-giving in Peru, our presentations discuss how                 
these performances, imbued by modalities of understanding mediated by audience and environment, incorporate a              
transposable and objectified form. This material interplay between contextual opportunity and performative offering is              
fundamental to the sociality of understanding and the formation of institutions. Exploring such dynamics broadcasts               
how institutions are processual entities. 
 

● Church Matters: The Evangelical Catalyst Behind Brazil’s Far-Right President | Guilherme Baratho, Panel             

Organizer 

● Let’s Roll with It: Transitions from Live to Digital Performances in the COVID-19 Pandemic | Abi Leveille 

● Subject formation in Contentious Movements: A Case Study of United Working Families in Chicago | Basma                

El-Bathy 

● Christmas Giving in Cusco, Peru | Zhen Fu 
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https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/91537456636?pwd=b3R4TitGdnI2ZmUwTEpyZVZyUHRidz09
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 SESSION 5: 3:15PM – 4:15PM CDT 

 
Session 5-1 

Bridging Theory and Reality: Towards a Just Social Science Methodology |https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/94742492695  
Discussant: Dr. Arturo Carrillo, Lecturer, School of Social Science Administration (SSA) 
 

This panel explores what it means to engage in research that involves interaction with minority communities, and                 
discusses our attempts to apply our research outside of academia. We propose that theory, when separated from its                  
practical application, is impoverished and may risk leading to the erasure and repression of the very communities under                  
study. By engaging in a cross-disciplinary dialogue informed by anthropology, history, and political science, as well as                 
practice-oriented disciplines ranging from law, health and social services, and political advocacy, we hope to               
articulate a synthesized approach that creates a more just social science methodology. 
 
● Mujeres Latinas en Acción: Anti-oppressive Social Work Practice through Cultural Matching | Lisa Moore Cuéllar 

● Mesoamerica now reaches Xicágo/Ahora Mesoamérica llega hasta Xicágo/: The National Museum of Mexican Art, 

Place, and Identity | Cam William Luis Rentsch 

● Theorizing Decolonial Migration: Korean Indentured Labor Migration to Mexico as Case Study |  

       Michelle Ha, Panel Organizer 

 
 
Session 5-2 

Multidisciplinary Exploration of Mental Health | https://uchicago.zoom.us/j/96804110143  
Discussant: Dr. Eugene Raikhel, Associate Professor, Department of Comparative Human Development (CHD) 
 

This panel aims to explore the roots of mental illness from an interdisciplinary perspective by including the internal,                  
relational, environmental, and sociopolitical causes. The goals of this panel are to understand mental health treatment                
on a personal level, in a family context, and in a treatment setting when seeking care. This will allow researchers to                     
analyze the intersections of causes and to highlight the complexities of mental health. This group brings diverse                 
academic backgrounds in psychology, social work, anthropology, disability studies, and sociology. Additionally, we             
approach these research questions with unique methodologies and populations.  
 
● Effects of Loneliness on Empathy and the Role of Depressive and Anxiety Symptoms | Anita Restrepo 

● The differential impact of parenting characteristics on youth behavioral and emotional outcomes in the context of                

past or current maternal stressors | Kristen Miller 

● The Intergenerational Effects of Maternal Child Maltreatment on Youth Affective Problems, Aggression and             

Delinquency | Agona Lutolli 

● “Being a good therapist is being a good parent”: Boundary-Setting and Therapeutic Alliances in Youth Residential                

Care | Charis Stanek 

● “A glimpse into a different fractal”: The role of time and self in creating psychiatric discourse, mental healthcare, and                   

radical futurities | Siera Carusone, Panel Organizer 
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